• 750 lb platform capacity
• Hydraulically elevates 10’ to 19’. Hand actuated hydraulic pump with two 2” dia. x 35” stroke lift cylinders, plus an air over hydraulic system
• 72” x 106” main platform, featuring non-slip steel tread grip floor and sliding foldable handrails
• 9 3/4 hex driven acme thread extendable planks with 20” of travel and swivel bumpers
• Two safety lanyard D-rings move for/aft with toe plates.
• Non-slip steel grip-strut steps
• Hydraulic restrictors in case of pressure failure
• Safety strut with pin
• Fixed front and swivel rear casters provide ease in maneuverability.
• 16” diameter solid tires
Dimensions:
- Frame only Length 252”, with basket 319”
- Width - 101.5”
- Height - 112”
- Platform Height - 10’ - 19’
- Weight - 5,200 lbs